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Abstract. A conceptual minimal model demonstrating spatially heterogeneous wave regimes
interpreted as pursuit-evasion in predator-prey system is constructed and investigated. The
model is based on the earlier proposed hypothesis that taxis accelerations of prey and predators are proportional to the density gradient of another population playing a role of taxis
stimulus. Considering acceleration rather than immediate velocity allows obtaining realistic
solutions even while ignoring variations of total abundances of both modelled populations.
Linear analysis of the model shows that stationary homogeneous regime becomes oscillatory
unstable with respect to small heterogeneous perturbations if either taxis activities or total
population abundances are high enough. The ability for active directed movement of both
prey and predators is the necessary condition for spatial self-organization. Numerical simulations illustrate analytical results. The relation between the proposed model and conventional
two-component systems with cross-diffusion is discussed.
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Introduction

Spatial heterogeneity of population distribution is one of the most intensively studied areas
of theoretical biology. This phenomenon is widely spread in the nature; actually, it would
be difficult to imagine an ecological system homogeneously distributed in space.
Spatial heterogeneity is observed in different biotopes [5] and can be caused by various reasons [16]. Among these reasons are spatial gradients of environmental factors that
directly influence ecosystem productivity [42,5], temporal local variations of population reproduction, that are caused by periodic or irregular external forces [8,23], periodic boundary
conditions [46], complex interplay between local kinetics and spatial fluxes of population
densities [37,27,26,30], etc. Perhaps, the simplest and, from our point of view, the most interesting case is the population heterogeneity caused solely by spatial behaviour of animals.
In particular, we will consider here self-organized spatial structures in predator-prey systems
that emerge due to pursuit-evasion activity of interacting populations.
Pitcher and Parrish [32] classified typical behaviour patterns observed in fish populations
and described several examples of spatial configurations (flash expansion, ball, avoidance,
herd, cruise, split, joinder, vacuole, hourglass, etc.), caused, in particular, by spatial interactions of prey and predators (see also [29,33,21]). Such pursuit-evasion movements occur at
much faster temporal scale than birth/death processes, and faster even than consumption of
prey by predators because the predation efficiency (their ability to capture prey after an attack) may be quite low for some species, especially if prey exhibit active escaping behaviour
reducing the risk of predation [21,33]. The estimations of the proportion of successful attack
made for various species indicate that only few attacks performed by the predators pursuing
their prey are successful [22,17,34].
Building mathematical models able to reproduce such a behaviourally induced spatial
structuring is a challenging theoretical problem. Correct models must exhibit heterogeneous
solutions under minimal assumptions and complexity. The conception of minimal model is
extremely useful because it takes into account only basic features of the phenomena being
considered [31,23]. Besides arousing pure theoretical interest, this objective has obvious practical importance because seeking the minimal description commensurate with the complexity
of the problem forces one to choose among several theories that explain a given observation,
the simplest and the most general one, which thereby will be potentially more robust in
practical applications [13,12].
One of the most efficient approaches to modelling spatio-temporal dynamics of interacting
populations, that allows combining strict formulation and analytical methods with powerful
algorithms of numerical investigations is based on the use of partial differential equations
of the reaction-advection-diffusion type [25,26,19,7,10,27,30]. Remaining in this framework,
we will suggest a minimal model providing obtaining heterogeneous solutions that can be
interpreted as pursuit-evasion in predator-prey system.
The balance equation for population density (of prey) can be presented in the form:
∂N
∂t

= f (N, P ) − div(v · N ) + δ∆N ,
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where N = N (t, x) is the density of population at time t at spatial position x of domain Ω;
f (N, P ) is the function of local kinetics (dependence of birth/death processes on intra- and
inter-species interactions at spatial position x); v = v(x) is the velocity of the advective flux
of population density; δ is the diffusion coefficient; ∆ is the Laplacian.
The advective term −div(v · N ) in the balance equation (1.1) may be interpreted not
only as passive transport of animals by wind, water flow, etc., but also as active taxis.
The conventional hypothesis of modelling taxis assumes dependence of taxis velocity v
from the gradient of some stimulus ∇S; in the simplest case – their proportionality: v = κ∇S
[25,26,7]. The sign of the taxis coefficient κ is defined by the taxis kind: for the so-called
positive taxis (movements of individuals upward the gradient of attracting stimulus) κ > 0;
in the case of negative taxis (movements of organisms downward the gradient ∇S of repulsing
stimulus) κ < 0.

2

Two alternative approaches to modelling pursuitevasion processes

The problem of describing pursuit-evasion processes was considered by various authors.
There are several models based on the reaction-advection-diffusion systems (see [26] for
further references and examples). Citing from a recent instance, we would like to consider
here a pursuit-evasion model investigated by Tsyganov and co-authors [40,41,39,38]:
∂N
∂t
∂P
∂t

= rN (1 − N ) −
= e

PN2
+ κN div(N ∇P ) + δN ∆N ,
a2 + N 2

(2.2)

PN2
− µP − κP div(P ∇N ) + δP ∆P ,
a2 + N 2

where N and P are densities of prey and predator populations respectively; vP = κP ∇N
is the velocity of predators pursuing preys (positive taxis); vN = −κN ∇P is the velocity of
preys avoiding predators (negative taxis). Hereinafter let us assume that κN , κP > 0.
Thus, the local kinetics of model (2.2) consists of logistic reproduction of prey, Holling
type-III trophic function, and constant rate of predator mortality. The authors have demonstrated that the model has very interesting spatially heterogeneous regimes including solitonic [40,41] and spiral waves [38]. Basing on the mathematical models of type (2.2) and
experimental work with bacterial populations, such waves in excitable cross-diffusion systems
have been identified as a new class of nonlinear waves [39].
Note, that spatially heterogeneous regimes exist even in simpler models of spatial interactions of prey and predators, in particular, in models for diffusive prey and able to
active directed movement predators, i.e., κN = 0, κP > 0 [4,3], as well as in purely diffusive
predator-prey models κN = κP = 0 [37,25,26,27,31,23]. The closed domains Ω, i.e., zero
fluxes of population density through their borders ∂Ω are supposed in all mentioned cases:
¯
¯
¯
¯
∂N ¯¯
∂P ¯¯
¯
¯
(2.3)
=
= vP ¯ = vN ¯ = 0 .
¯
¯
∂n ∂Ω
∂n ∂Ω
∂Ω
∂Ω
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However, in the pursuit-evasion model of [40,41,39,38] (as well as in other models of
taxis and diffusive movements of populations, that exhibit heterogeneous solutions under
boundary conditions (2.3)) local kinetics (i.e., the birth/death processes of both populations) being coupled with spatial behaviour of species plays a critical role in emergence of
spatial structures. Moreover, existence of stable spatially heterogeneous solutions requires
essential nonlinearity of the functions describing local dynamics of system, in interplay with
spatial behaviour of animals. Thus, although such models perfectly describe spatio-temporal
dynamics of microbial trophic systems their complex regimes cannot explain spatial configurations of highly developed species like those described in [32,29,33], caused solely by the
pursuit-evasion processes, i.e., by reciprocal movements of prey and predators that change
their local density while total population sizes remain constant.
In particular, regarding the pure pursuit-evasion model based on (2.2), i.e., equations
(2.2) less the terms of local kinetics:
∂N
∂t
∂P
∂t

= κN div(N ∇P ) + δN ∆N ,
=

(2.4)

− κP div(P ∇N ) + δP ∆P ,

which is conservative in respect to spatially averaged population densities with zero-flux
boundary conditions (2.3), i.e.,
Z
Z
1
1
N0 =
N dx = const, P0 =
P dx = const ,
(2.5)
|Ω| Ω
|Ω| Ω
it is not difficult to show that model (2.3)–(2.4) does not exhibit stable spatially heterogeneous regimes. We consider this as a drawback of the conventional approach to modelling
directed movement of animals and suggest here an alternative model for the pursuit-evasion
in predator-prey system, that consists of PDE system
∂N
∂t
∂P
∂t
∂vN
∂t
∂vP
∂t

=

− div(N vN ) + δN ∆N ,

=

− div(P vP ) + δP ∆P ,

=

− κN ∇P + δvN ∆vN ,

(2.6)

= κP ∇N + δvP ∆vP ,

and boundary condition (2.3). Model (2.6), (2.3) differs from the conventional approach
to taxis modelling in assuming that acceleration of the directed movement of population
density rather than its velocity per se, is determined by the density gradient of other population. Taking into account variations of taxis velocities we proceed from the fact that
for highly developed species, acceleration may be more important characteristic of animal
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locomotion than speed [1]. Particularly, rapid acceleration is the key of success to both
escape manoeuvres of prey and predator attacks [9,21,33]. The diffusion terms in the velocity equations represent forces equalizing velocities of neighbours due to social behaviour
of animals [11,18,21,24,29]. Earlier we with different co-authors demonstrated that considering acceleration of animal taxis allows obtaining complex spatially heterogeneous regimes
induced solely by tropho-taxis activity of predators even in very simple predator-prey models [15,14,44,43,2,35]. The same techniques was applied for describing clustering in isolated
population caused by auto-taxis consisting of intra-specific attraction and repulsion [36,43].
Chakraborty and co-authors [6] studied emergence of spatially heterogeneous regimes in
analogous tropho-taxis predator-prey model with various non-linear trophic functions. Here
we apply the same technique to model appearance of the travelling wave regimes generated
solely by pursuit-evasion behaviour of predators and prey. All the details of analytical and
numerical methods coincide with those described in [43].

3

The model properties

Rescaling the population densities as N = N/N0 , P = P/P0 , and considering κP N0 and κN P0
as new taxis coefficients, the proposed model (2.6), (2.3) can be nondimensionalized so that
spatially averaged population densities (2.5) became N0 = P0 = 1. The nondimentionalized
model (2.6), (2.3) has a spatially homogeneous stationary regime
N = 1,

P = 1,

vN = 0,

vP = 0 ,

(3.7)

that coincides with stationary regime of nondimensionalized model (2.3)–(2.4). However,
standard linear analysis (see, e.g., [25,26,43] for the technical details) shows that, unlike
model (2.3)–(2.4), stationary regime (3.7) becomes unstable with respect to wavenumber
k of Fourier decomposition of small spatially heterogeneous perturbation, if the following
inequality is satisfied:
κN κP >

k 4 (δvN + δvP )(δP + δvP )(δP + δvN )(δN + δvP )(δN + δvN )(δN + δP )
.
(δvN + δvP + δN + δP )2

(3.8)

The instability condition (3.8) implies that with any nonnegative values of diffusion
coefficients δN , δP , δvN , δvP (one of the four diffusion coefficients can be even zero), there
are positive critical values of taxis coefficients, that correspond to bifurcation of oscillatory
excitation of any mode. With increase of product κN κP , modes with wavenumbers k = 1, 2, 3,
K become excited one after another in ascending order. Note that only the first excited mode
generates instability of the homogeneous regime (3.7), further excitation of other modes
with growth of product κN κP occurs when stationary distribution (3.7) is already unstable.
However the whole of the set of excited modes determine the pattern of initial development
of small heterogeneous perturbation of (3.7) [26]. The higher the spatial activity of both prey
and predators (i.e., the larger product of κN and κP ), the greater number of modes become
excited and, as confirmed by numerical simulations (see fig. 1), the higher spatial complexity
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will be in the wave regime that emerges and stabilizes after the homogeneous regime (3.7)
becomes unstable. Figure 1 shows the instantaneous snapshot (left-to-right phase of the
wave movement) of simulated periodic regimes for one-dimensional domain Ω = [0, L] that
always can be scaled so that L = 1.
Although system (2.6) does not take into account friction forces, their absence is not a
crucial assumption. Adding friction terms (in a simplest linear form) into velocity equations
reforms system (2.6) to
∂N
∂t
∂P
∂t
∂vN
∂t
∂vP
∂t

=

− div(N vN ) + δN ∆N ,

=

− div(P vP ) + δP ∆P ,

=

− κN ∇P − νN vN + δvN ∆vN ,

(3.9)

= κP ∇N − νP vP + δvP ∆vP ,

and modifies the instability condition (3.8) as follows:
κN κP >

k 6 (δvN + δvP

D+ (k, δN , δP , δvN , δvP , νN , νP )
.
+ δN + δP )2 + 2(νN + νP )(δvN + δvP + δN + δP )k 4 + (νN + νP )2 k 2
(3.10)

Here νN and νP are the friction coefficients for prey and predators respectively, and
numerator D+ (k, δN , δP , δvN , δvP , νN , νP ) is a positive polynomial of the wavenumber, diffusion and friction coefficients, which is not given here because it has rather huge expression.
However, the above general conclusion about appearance of spatially heterogeneous regimes
induced by high spatial activity of both populations remains valid with the only exception
that sufficiently high friction forces may change the order of excitation of modes. Example in
fig. 2 computed for one-dimensional case of model (3.9), (2.3) shows that, unlike model (2.6),
(2.3), gradual increase of product κN κP in model (3.9), (2.3) for a given set of parameter
values, produces the following order of modes excitation: k = 3, 2, 4, 5, 6, 1, 7, . . . . Thus, the
heterogeneous regime that stabilises when the first mode with wavenumber k = 3 becomes
excited is characterized by higher spatial complexity than shown in fig. 1 (top) with a single
excited mode with wavenumber k = 1.

4

Discussion

We have proposed a minimal model demonstrating spatially heterogeneous wave regimes that
can be interpreted as pursuit-evasion in predator-prey system. Even if taxis coefficients of
prey and predator populations are low, increasing of population densities can always cause
oscillatory instability of homogeneous solution (3.7). Inequality (3.8) (as well as (3.10))
suggests that spatial self-organization in model (2.6), (2.3) requires from the ability of both
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Figure 1: Time snapshots of typical spatial pattern realized in numeric simulations of travelling wave regimes in model (2.6), (2.3) with one-dimensional spatial segment Ω = [0, 1].
Top: one mode k = 1 is excited, κN = 0.016, κP = 0.032; middle: two modes k = 1 and
k = 2 are excited, κN = 0.02, κP = 0.48; bottom: three modes k = 1, k = 2, and k = 3
are excited, κN = 0.02, κP = 3.2. Model parameters are δN = 0.14, δP = 0.06, δvN =
0.006, δvP = 0.004. Arrows show the current direction of wave movement.
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prey and predators for active directed movement. Increasing the taxis coefficient of one
species can compensate lowering the taxis activity of another species. The results obtained
are independent of the geometry of the domain Ω: formulas (3.8) and (3.10) are valid for onedimensional segment, two-dimensional rectangle and circular domain. Taking into account
friction forces may change the order of excitation of modes, which otherwise become excited
one after another in ascending order. Thus, presence of friction terms in (3.9) makes the
model more realistic.

Figure 2: Computed from inequality (3.10) critical curve that shows product of population
taxis coefficients vs. the wavenumber of the excited mode. Parameter values are δN =
0.02, δP = 0.002, δvN = 0.06, δvP = 0.00004, νN = 2.47 and νP = 1.8.
We base our model on the hypothesis that taxis acceleration is proportional to the density
gradient of another population playing a role of taxis stimulus. This hypothesis allows
overcoming known limitations of conventional spatial predator-prey models based on crossdiffusion equations that assume the direct dependence of taxis velocity on density gradient
of population-stimulus [25,7,4,40].
Generally speaking, models with cross-diffusion develop the ideas first proposed by Keller
and Segel [20] for modelling aggregation of bacteria, applying them to describing waves
in excitable two-component systems. Regarding spatial behaviour of predators and prey,
the use of prey density in the model as a stimulus for pursuit movement (prey-taxis) of
predators and vice versa is just natural. Proposing an alternative to this scheme, we only
suggest considering additional substances mediating the indirect pursuit-evasion responses in
predator-prey system. Indeed, one can represent system (3.9) in equivalent form as follows:
∂N
∂t

= div(N ∇SN ) + δN ∆N ,
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∂P
∂t
∂SN
∂t
∂SP
∂t

=

− div(P ∇SP ) + δP ∆P ,

= κN P − νN SN + δvN ∆SN ,
= κP N − νP SP + δvP ∆SP ,

where SN and SP are potential functions for taxis velocities of prey and predators respectively: vN = ∇SN , vP = ∇SP . According to (4.11) we can interpret SN and SP as a
substance like exometabolites (pheromone, odour, etc.) emitted by predators and prey with
rates κN and κP , respectively. Interestingly, taxis and friction coefficients of system (3.9)
became respectively emission and decay rates in (4.11). Stimuli SN and SP decay with rates
νN and νP , diffuse with coefficients δvN and δvP , respectively repelling and attracting another
species. Such substances can exist in the reality but not necessarily: one can consider the
potentials SN and SP to be just an abstraction. In form (4.11), equations of our model (3.9)
contain the cross-diffusion terms like system (2.4) but unlike (2.4) it easily exhibits complex heterogeneous solutions. Moreover, system (4.11) inherits more traits from the original
Keller-Segel [20] chemotaxis model than system (2.4).
Paradoxically, increasing the number of equations in the model by taking into account
some stimulus-mediator or the velocity variation greatly simplifies the modelling task because
realistic complex heterogeneous dynamics can be obtained in systems with highly simple local
kinetics [15,14,45,2] or even without any reaction term in the model as shown in the present
study (see also [36,43]).
The principle difference between systems (3.9) and (2.4) is that two-component model
(2.4) assumes that taxis velocities of populations immediately adapts to stimulus distribution
while movement of population densities in (3.9) is inertial. The accounting for the inertial
delay of taxis response can be achieved either by considering taxis acceleration as in (3.9) or,
equivalently, by including additional stimuli mediating pursuit-evasion interaction of prey
and predators as in (4.11). What form is more preferable is an open question. The choice
should be done in each particular case. On one hand, the latest form seems more convenient if
spatial domain Ω is two- or three-dimensional: the use of scalar potentials SN and SP instead
of vectors vN and vP reduces the number of equations in the model. On the other hand,
identification of a model that explicitly accounts for dynamics of stimulus requires monitoring
of their concentrations, the task that can be more difficult than kinematic analysis of animal
movements (see, e.g., [28,42]).
Obviously, systems (3.9) and (4.11) present a minimal and thus quite simplified description of complex biological phenomena related to still unexplored behavioural mechanisms
working in live systems. The development of the proposed basic scheme shall further approach the reality. In particular, the proposed model does not account for the Weber-Fechner
effect, assuming that individuals have an infinite ability to sense the heterogeneity of the
rival population. Considering density dependent interrelated diffusion and taxis coefficients
similar to those in the classical Keller-Segel chemotaxis model [20] easily removes the problem. However it is important to emphasize that even with simplest constant coefficients
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δN , δP , κN and κP , models (3.9), (4.11) perfectly describe small supercriticality of the
bifurcation studied when both perturbations of equilibrium population densities and their
gradients remain low.
As a conclusion, we would like to suggest to model massive directional movements of
population density of highly organised species (fishes, insects, rodents, etc.) on the basis of
the inertial taxis in form (3.9) or (4.11), while spatio-temporal dynamics of micro-organisms
whose motion is characterised by low Reynolds number should be modelled by cross-diffusion
systems like (2.2) that shall contain nonlinear terms of local kinetics in order to ensure
stabilization of dynamic heterogeneous regimes.
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